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The high quality power adapters which can match your delicate smart robot vacuum cleaner.
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Description
Hi, Iris Chen sent you an email.
Let's take a look at the new tendency in your purchasing circle!
Not interested?

Unsubscribe

Dear Customer
Have a great day!
This is Iris from Andar which can provide you with excellent power adapters.Please refer to the power adapter details below.Brand
name:ANDAR & ODM & OEMTotal power :5-24W SeriesSafety Standard:IEC60950, IEC60065,
IEC61588,IEC61347Certificate:UL,FCC,CB,CE,GS,BS,SAA,PSE,K-MarkMTBF:50,000 Hours DC Plug:changeableIf you are
interested in it, please contact me, i'd love to send you more details information.Looking forward to hearing from you.Thanks and best
regards,Iris chen
Read More
Company introduction
Andar Technology(Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd. , which is affiliated with HK Hitoh Co.,Ltd. , is founded in 2012. Situated in Funing High- tech
Zone, Fuyong Town, the company is easy access to airport pier. The American branch is also founded in the same year. Andar is
dedicated to designing, producing and selling switch, smart socket, multiport portable power adapter and other built-in power panel,
including other accessories such as bluetooth speaker and cables. The products are widely used in domestic appliances, digital
accessories, electric power tools and office facilities.The company has got hundreds of international safety certifications such as: UL
PSE GS CE KC SAA 3C, we can provide high standard, efficient power supply ranging from 1W to 120W. Our products follow closely
the development trend of the international market and are prevalent in Japan, South Korea, US, Europe, Australia, Brazil and so on.
In order to expand international market further, we actively partici
ABOUT US
Contact us
Iris Chen - Sales Mananger
iris_chen@andar-sz.com
+86 15580061726
Tel: +86 075533160003
Fax: +86 075523217200
Whatsapp: +86 15580061726
ANDAR Technology（Shenzhen） Co.,Ltd
No.505, Block 25, Funing High-Tech Industrial Zone, Fuyong Subdistrict, Bao’an District, Shenzhen，
China
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